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Words to describe macbeth? - Yahoo
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081021164850AAihLXE
3 posts · 2 total answers · Published Oct 21, 2008
Oct 21, 2008 · Three words to describe macbeth. ... ambitious ruthless tyrant self-
doubting bravery I know that is five but I decided to put more in case you needed them ...

How would you describe Macbeth - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › â€¦ › Books and Literature › Plays › Macbeth
How would you describe Lady Macbeth? Dupilicitous, manipulative and controlling. How
would you describe what happened on the night that Macbeth murdered Duncan?

What are some words to describe Macbeth - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › â€¦ › Books and Literature › Plays › Macbeth
What are some words that describe landforms? land is call felmale dog will run any
What are some words to describe acting? Remember that acting can be an adjective â€¦

Some Words That Describe Lady Macbeth? - â€¦
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080108162043AAvhU50
6 posts · 5 total answers · Published Jan 08, 2008
Jan 08, 2008 · Power hungry, mad, lonely ( while macbeth is away), Troubled, haunted
(by the wrongful acts ), Remorseful( this is why she sleep walks)

What words would you use to describe the characters?If you ...
www.enotes.com/homework-help/what-words-would-you-use-describe...
Macbeth Homework Help. Question: What words would you use to describe the
characters?If you had to use 3 or more adjectives to describe each of the main â€¦

What are four adjectives to describe the character Macbeth ...
www.chacha.com/question/what-are-four-adjectives-to-describe-the...
Feb 03, 2011 · What are four adjectives to describe the character Macbeth? ChaCha
Answer: Some adjectives to describe the character Macbeth would be...

Words or phrases to describe Lady Macbeth?
https://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080109095459AAnZMn7
14 posts · 13 total answers · Published Jan 09, 2008
Jan 09, 2008 · Its BOGOF day - Below are two lists of adjectives that describe the
changes in character undergone by Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. Look up the â€¦

What are fifty vocab words to describe Macbeth in Macbeth ...
www.chacha.com/question/what-are-fifty-vocab-words-to-describe...
Mar 26, 2012 · What are fifty vocab words to describe Macbeth in Macbeth? ChaCha
Answer: Greedy, Cruel, Ambitious, Careless, Distraught, Woeful, Ins...
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